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WHO  WE ARE Research Libraries UK (RLUK) is a consortium of the leading and most 
significant research libraries in the UK and Ireland.

Our strength comes from the distinction and influence of our member 
libraries, and our partnerships with leading organisations in the research 
and higher education communities.

Since our formation in 1983 we have led and supported a vast number of 
initiatives and services that are helping to fulfil our vision of realising the 
modern research library.
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OUR MISSION Our purpose is to shape the research library agenda and contribute to the 
wider knowledge economy through innovative projects and services that 
add value and impact to the processes of teaching, learning, and research. 
We also contribute to the health of society through the preservation and 
sharing of knowledge: one of the pillars of an open society.

OUR STRATEGIC 
PLAN

We launched Reshaping Scholarship in 2018, which reflects the commitment 
of our member libraries to achieve transformations in research, innovation 
in collections, and cultural change in our institutions. The strategy focuses 
on two key strands:

Open scholarship: creating a new environment for the transformation of 
research Supporting digital scholarship 

• Support for digital scholarship

• Support for open infrastructure 

• Licensing and copyright 

• Open access monographs

A collective approach: reshaping modern research library collections

• The digital shift

• Special collections

• Subscription costs

• Collaborative collections and physical space



SUPPORTING DIGITAL SCHOLARSHIP
A number of significant developments took place across 2019 in support of digital scholarship. Launched 
in November 2018, RLUK’s Digital Scholarship Network (DSN) held its first meeting in January bringing 
together over 70 colleagues from across the RLUK membership with an interest in the development and 
delivery of digital scholarship services. Following its initial meeting, the DSN undertook a survey to 
establish the nature and extent of digital scholarship services offered across the RLUK membership, the 
infrastructural, skills, and funding requirements of these, and how RLUK members compare to institutions 
in North America and Ireland. Thirty RLUK members completed the survey, representing 81% of the 
membership, and the results from this work were published in the report, Digital scholarship and the role 

of the research library, in July 2019. 

RLUK convened an international symposium in October to formally launch the report. Hosted by The 
British Library, and attended by over 80 delegates, the symposium explored the nature and extent of digital 
scholarship occurring within research. It brought together representatives from the international research 
library community, funders, and academics to discuss areas of potential cross-sector and interdisciplinary 
collaboration, and the routes and networks through which this might be achieved. Discussion focused 
on the roles individual libraries and organisations such as RLUK can play in supporting cross-sector 
collaboration in the development of digital scholarship activities.

The DSN has continued to meet throughout the year and has developed an ambitious action plan of 
activity based on the results of RLUK’s research. Activities are being led by four working groups, formed 
of DSN members, each of which is responsible for an area of the action plan, and who report back on their 
activities at DSN meetings.
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STRATEGIC ACTIVITIES

https://www.rluk.ac.uk/rluk-dsn/
https://www.rluk.ac.uk/digital-scholarship-and-the-role-of-the-research-library-an-rluk-report/
https://www.rluk.ac.uk/digital-scholarship-and-the-role-of-the-research-library-an-rluk-report/
https://www.rluk.ac.uk/digital-scholarship-and-the-role-of-the-research-library-symposium-slides/


LICENSING AND COPYRIGHT

The year saw the adoption of key copyright reforms within the European Union, notably the EU Copyright 
Directive in the Single Digital Market. Uncertainty continued throughout 2019 around the implications 
that the UK’s departure from the European Union will have upon the UK’s copyright framework. RLUK 
continued to be an active member of the Copyright for Knowledge Group and the Library and Archives 
Copyright Alliance (LACA), both of which have lobbied Government and the Intellectual Property Office 
for scholarship-friendly copyright reform. We have publicised the work of both groups through regular 
member updates and blog posts on the RLUK website. RLUK has taken an active role in supporting LACA’s 
campaign regarding the loss of the orphan works exemption in the event of a no-deal Brexit and RLUK has 
been a co-signatory of ministerial letters outlining the importance of the exemption to research libraries. 
RLUK has also facilitated LACA’s survey of the archive and library community regarding their copyright 
concerns through their presence at DCDC19 and via its member networks. RLUK is working with both the 
Copyright for Knowledge group and LACA to strengthen the community’s voice with key stakeholders as 
we enter the next stage of the Brexit process.

RLUK has been active in supporting sector research, including the current use of the CLA licence amongst 
academic libraries the results of which were published in Understanding the value of the CLA licence to UK 

higher education. RLUK also supported LIBER’s survey into the copyright and licensing implications of 
Text and Data Mining via circulation and the collation of responses from its Digital Scholarship Network. 
RLUK continues to support the development of the UK Scholarly Communications Licence (UK-SCL) as a 
means of implementing the requirements of Plan S. This has included supporting the establishment and 
work of four task and finish groups, including in relation to copyright and licensing, and participating in 
a cross-sector workshop.
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STRATEGIC ACTIVITIES

SUPPORTING OPEN INFRASTRUCTURE
A number of significant funder-led open access policy discussions were initiated over the past year – most 
notably through the publication of Plan S by cOAlition S and the announcement of a major review of the 
UKRI open access policy. RLUK has liaised with its members to develop a common position and has fed 
into both initiatives through written submissions, face-to-face meetings, and policy workshops. We have 
worked closely with IARLA colleagues to coordinate a consistent approach internationally.

We also commissioned research to model the costs and financial implications of different open access 
scenarios for members. A tool has been developed that individual members can use for their own 
circumstances and which also allows us to provide indicative costs for the whole UK HE sector. This work 
will feed into our response to the consultation on the UKRI open access policy review.

The RLUK Open Access Publishers Processes Group has continued to meet regularly and has had useful 
meetings with a number of the largest publishers, providing feedback on proposed changes to publisher 
workflows around open access and making practical suggestions on how processes can be improved.

OPEN ACCESS MONOGRAPHS

We have continued to engage in discussions around open access monographs. The main forum for this is 
the UUK Open Access Monograph Group, of which RLUK is a member.  Through this group we contributed 
to the 2019 report Open Access and Monographs. We also have been working with OCLC and others to 
ensure greater visibility and discoverability for open access monographs in library and vendor systems.

https://www.rluk.ac.uk/understanding-the-value-of-the-cla-licence-to-uk-higher-education-report-published/
https://www.rluk.ac.uk/understanding-the-value-of-the-cla-licence-to-uk-higher-education-report-published/
https://www.universitiesuk.ac.uk/policy-and-analysis/reports/Documents/2019/open-access-and-monographs.pdf


THE DIGITAL SHIFT
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STRATEGIC ACTIVITIES

Across 2019, RLUK’s activities have centred on exploring and establishing the current experiences of its 
members regarding the digital shift in their collections, operations, and audiences, and creating a long-
term vision for the research library. 

RLUK has been an active partner in two projects which have explored the implications of the digital 
shift occurring within collections and the greater co-ordination of digitisation efforts. These are the 
Global Dataset of Digitised Texts project, an AHRC Research Network led by the University of Glasgow, 
and the Jisc-led Digitisation for Digital Scholarship. RLUK has supported both initiatives through their 
associated events, workshops, blog posts, and surveys, whilst disseminating their findings to the wider 
RLUK community. RLUK has also conducted extensive research into the current nature and extent of the 
digital shift in regard to digitised and born-digital collections through its digital scholarship survey, the 
results of which were published in Digital scholarship and the role of the research library and were presented 
at the DCDC19 Conference. In March 2019, RLUK created the Collections Strategy Network as a forum 
through which colleagues can come together to explore the implications of the digital shift on the modern 
research library collection.

In addition to exploring the current experience of members regarding the digital shift, RLUK has worked 
to create a vision for the research library of 2030 through the formation of a digital shift working group. 
Formed of eight colleagues drawn from RLUK’s member networks and chaired by Torsten Reimer (Head of 
Research Services, The British Library), the group consulted members regarding their perceptions of the 
digital shift in collections, audiences and operations via a series of Google jamboards and these informed 
a workshop held on the first day of the RLUK 2019 Members’ Meeting. The workshop led to the production 
of a ‘manifesto for change’ which offers a vision of the research library in 2030, and a number of tangible 
actions that RLUK can undertake in order to help members’ realise this vision. This manifesto will be 
presented at the RLUK20 conference.

RLUK SPACE PROGRAMME

The RLUK Space Programme, an informal programme of events and resources, was launched at the RLUK 
conference in March 2019 as a response to the eight challenges of the RLUK strategy Reshaping Scholarship. 
The programme’s aim is to develop a forum where members can engage in open dialogue and share their 
knowledge and experience around spatial redesign and capital builds. The programme will hold two or 
three events per year on themes of interest to members and, over time, will develop resources, such as 
case studies, that will be made available to all RLUK members.

The first meeting of the RLUK Space Programme took place at the National Library of Scotland in July 2019, 
and provided an introduction to the spatial redesign and capital-build work being conducted across the 
membership, reflecting an increased focus on user experience and a demand for flexible, multi-purpose 
environments for supporting curriculum and audience engagement activities. Structured in a symposium 
format, the event included speakers from the universities of Bristol, Durham, Glasgow, Reading and 
Birmingham, alongside colleagues from the National Library of Scotland. 

https://gddnetwork.arts.gla.ac.uk/
https://gddnetwork.arts.gla.ac.uk/index.php/2019/11/11/collaboration-to-support-digital-scholarship-research-libraries-uk-and-the-gdd-network/
https://www.rluk.ac.uk/digital-scholarship-and-the-role-of-the-research-library-an-rluk-report/
https://www.rluk.ac.uk/rluk-csn/
https://www.rluk.ac.uk/event/rluk-members-meeting/
https://rlukconference.com/
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STRATEGIC ACTIVITIES

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS PROGRAMME

The RLUK Special Collections Programme (SCP) is a flexible programme of networks, tools, and 
opportunities designed to improve access to, and use of, special collections across RLUK’s membership.  
The programme has a focus on encouraging engagement with wide-ranging audiences, inclusion in 
teaching and learning programmes at an institutional level, and active participation in the design of 
academic research proposals in which libraries play an integral role from inception.

In March, RLUK published the report, Evidencing the impact and value of special collections, which examined 
the role that unique and distinctive collections play in enabling research libraries to meet their impact 
goals, and investigated the ways impact resulting through relevant services and activities is evidenced. 
The report’s findings were discussed by Christina Kamposiori at the Citation Capture Workshop held at 
The National Archives, London in May, and the LIBER2019 Conference, held at Trinity College Dublin in 
June.

In October, the Special Collections Programme webpages were launched on the RLUK website with 
updated content on the programme activities and its networks, as well as a number of case studies that 
demonstrate the potential of collections to achieve impact through their use in research, teaching, and 
public engagement. 

The RLUK-convened Funders Network includes representatives from the Heritage Lottery Fund, Wellcome, 
The National Archives, Arcadia, Leverhulme Trust, Arts & Humanities Research Council, Arts Council 
England, The Wolfson Foundation, and Jisc. The group met twice over the year to discuss issues of common 
interest and to hear of updates on RLUK activity.

RLUK hosted The Funders Marketplace at DCDC19, which included a panel session that threw a spotlight 
on three cases of fruitful collaboration between funding and cultural organisations, such as libraries 
and archives, that led to successful grant applications for supporting collections. These examples 
also showcased the innovative potential of collections and archives for research, teaching, and public 
engagement in the digital age, and provided plenty of lessons learnt, challenges, best practice and advice 
for those looking to obtain future funding. Over one-to-one sessions, delegates met with representatives 
of some of the major cultural and research funding bodies active in the UK to discover more about funding 
opportunities, to seek advice on funding applications, pitch ideas for prospective projects, or request 
general guidance on obtaining funding for projects.

SUBSCRIPTION COSTS

RLUK continues to attend the Jisc Collections Content Strategy Group meetings, inputting members’ 
views of the big deal offers made by publishers and helping to set future strategy and constrain prices. A 
particular focus over the past year has been to work collaboratively with Jisc and the wider UK academic 
library community towards an agreed set of criteria by which to evaluate transformative big deals.

COLLABORATIVE COLLECTIONS AND PHYSICAL SPACE

RLUK has continued its work around collaborative collection management and the implications of this on 
physical library spaces. The creation of a collaborative collection agreement was the subject of discussion 
at the November 2018 members’ meeting and the newly established Collections Strategy Network, having 
met for the first time in June 2019, will be taking this forward as its first priority area.

https://www.rluk.ac.uk/special-collections-impact-report/
https://www.rluk.ac.uk/scp/
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STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS

THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES

RLUK has continued to work closely with The National Archives (TNA) under the terms of their 
Memorandum of Understanding (2017-2020). This has included the commissioning of a piece of research 
around the current landscape of academic citation to repositories and the possibility of introducing 
greater consistency for these citations. Following the publication of the associated research report in 
September 2018, a joint workshop was held to consider the recommendations in May 2019 between RLUK, 
The National Archives, and Jisc.

The joint RLUK-TNA Professional Fellowship scheme is structured around short-term visits by fellows 
between TNA and RLUK member institutions, underpinned by a longer period of peer-to-peer mentoring 
and knowledge sharing. Professional fellowships focus on a professional practice question, contribute to 
a wider piece of work, and facilitate shared learning between TNA and individual RLUK members with 
the purpose of overcoming some of the collective challenges facing research and cultural organisations.

The 2018-2019 fellowship projects, which came to an end in October 2019, explored best practice in 
increasing and measuring the impact of collections on different audience groups as well as issues related 
to the curation, mapping and presentation of modern hybrid collections. The fellows disseminated their 
work widely, and concluded their fellowships with a poster session at DCDC19. RLUK and TNA announced 
the new cohort of fellows for the second round of the scheme (2019-20) in August 2019.

RLUK has continued to work closely with TNA colleagues in the design and delivery of the DCDC 
conferences. The DCDC partnership was enlarged in June 2019 with Jisc joining as a full conference 
partner.

JISC

RLUK has continued to work closely with Jisc, being represented on the Jisc Collections Content Strategy 
Group, OA Stakeholders Group, and Digitisation for Digital Scholarship project working group. RLUK has 
also engaged in collaborative projects with Jisc, including the Citation Capture project and the organisation 
of DCDC19 (in partnership with The National Archives). 

IARLA

RLUK continued to work with its international library organisation partners under the framework of the 
International Alliance of Research Library Associations (IARLA). Issues discussed over the year included 
shared values, the implementation of Plan S, digital scholarship, copyright, and the adoption of the UN 
sustainability goals within individual geographies. 2019 saw valuable discussions between IARLA members 
and Marc Schiltz, President of Science Europe, regarding the ongoing review and implementation of Plan 
S, alongside a joint IARLA panel at the 2019 RLUK conference. The group provides a valuable forum for 
knowledge exchange between the contributing organisations.  Also in 2019 the members of IARLA issued 
an open letter to publishers calling for the expedition to Release 5 of the COUNTER Code of Practice. 

https://www.rluk.ac.uk/portfolio-items/citation-capture-report/
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RLUK NETWORKS

ASSOCIATE DIRECTORS NETWORK (ADN)

The Associate Directors Network continued their series of meetings across 2019, with three meetings 
exploring empowerment; Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion within research libraries; and imposter 
syndrome. Members of the ADN have taken an active role in supporting the continued development of 
the RLUK Conference and the network has witnessed a significant number of new members over the year.

William Nixon (Glasgow) was appointed co-convenor in the summer, working alongside Michelle Blake 
(York).

COLLECTIONS STRATEGY NETWORK (CSN)

The Collections Strategy Network was launched at the RLUK conference in March 2019 following the 
nomination of two co-convenors, Anna Grigson (LSE) and Paul Johnson (Reading), and the recruitment 
of member representatives. The newly created network held its first meeting in June 2019, during which 
it identified collective collections management, the implementation of Plan S, and creation of workable 
alternatives to big deal subscriptions as areas of initial focus. These come alongside a wider action plan of 
activity that will be developed over the first two years of the network.

DIGITAL SCHOLARSHIP NETWORK (DSN)

The Digital Scholarship Network was launched in November 
2018 at the RLUK members’ meeting. The network is led by two 
co-convenors, Beth Clark (LSE) and Stuart Lewis (NLS) and is 
formed of two representatives per RLUK member institution. 
Since its launch, the network has held four meetings (London, 
Edinburgh, Cambridge), has conducted a member interests 
and expectations survey, and has undertaken a ‘state of the 
landscape’ survey of digital scholarship activities across the 
RLUK membership. The results of this were published in July 
2019 as the research report Digital scholarship and the role of 

the research library, which was officially launched at RLUK’s 
Digital Scholarship Symposium (British Library, October 
2019). The network has used the findings of the report to 
inform an ambitious network action plan to guide its work 
over the next two years and to shape collaborative work with 
RLUK’s international counterparts.  The report’s author, Matt 
Greenhall, presented its findings at the symposium, at DCDC19, 
and at the forthcoming OCLC EMEA meeting (Vienna, March 
2020) with DSN co-convenor, Beth Clark. Members of the DSN 
have now formed four working groups, each responsible for 
delivering and element of the network action plan, and report 
regularly to DSN meetings.

https://www.rluk.ac.uk/digital-scholarship-and-the-role-of-the-research-library-an-rluk-report/
https://www.rluk.ac.uk/digital-scholarship-and-the-role-of-the-research-library-an-rluk-report/
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RLUK NETWORKS

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LEADERSHIP NETWORK (SCLN)

The Special Collections Leadership Network, one of the core networks of the Special Collections 
Programme, organised three meetings over the year in London, Leeds and Glasgow, exploring areas of 
common interests to members as well as the challenges that are currently faced in the area of special 
collections, including issues around discovery and the impact of collections, and collections in teaching 
and research. The group also conducted a two-part survey to map the strengths and expertise of RLUK 
members as well as the challenges they face in the area of discovery for special collections.

The network appointed its new co-convenors, Judy Burg (University of Durham) and Siobhan Convery 
(University of Glasgow), at the beginning of 2019, who will lead group activities and represent the network 
in collaborative work with other RLUK networks and stakeholders until the end of 2020.

RLUK NETWORK WORKSHOP AT DCDC19

The networks co-hosted a DCDC19 workshop that brought together practitioners and leaders to explore 
different perspectives on navigating the digital shift in the modern library. The workshop was organised 
and facilitated by members of RLUK’s Special Collections Leadership Network. The session began with 
two provocations, from Professor Lorna Hughes (University of Glasgow) and Caroline Taylor (University 
of Leicester), regarding the future of special collections and the activities that surround them, and what 
they might look like in 2030. The session used these provocations to explore the future expectations of 
users, the potential to link collections between institutions, and the possibility of sharing staff expertise 
between libraries. It also considered the potential role of new digital technologies in the research and 
teaching process.

NEW DIRECTORS NETWORK (NDN)

The New Directors Network was launched at the RLUK conference in March 2018 and reflected the volume 
of recent promotions and staff changes across the RLUK membership. The network is a peer support 
network for colleagues who have recently been promoted to director positions, or occupy this role on a 
temporary basis. It held its first meeting in June 2019 , which explored the leadership challenge.

https://www.rluk.ac.uk/digital-shift-provocation-the-research-library-in-2025/
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NOTTINGHAM MEMBERS’ MEETING
RLUK held its 2019 Members’ Meeting at the University of 
Nottingham on 28-29 November, bringing together over 
60 colleagues. The first day explored the ‘digital shift and 
the future of the research library, which began with three 
provocations regarding what the future might hold from 
Professor Stephen Pinfield (University of Sheffield), John 
Sheridan (Digital Director, The National Archives), and Dr 
Erin Synder (University of Nottingham). These presentations 
were followed by a workshop, designed and delivered by 
members of RLUK’s digital shift working group, which 
explored the future of the research library and produced an 
outline vision for the research library in 2030 and a set of 
preliminary actions to be undertaken by RLUK to realise this. 
The workshop was informed by a series of jamboards which 
captured the views and opinions of RLUK members regarding 
the digital shift and future role of the research library.

CONFERENCES AND EVENTS

RLUK CONFERENCE
The 2019 RLUK Conference was held on 20-22 March at Wellcome Collection, and its theme, Reshaping 
Scholarship: Transformation, Innovation and Cultural Change, was closely aligned to RLUK’s strategic 
plan.

Keynote presentations were delivered by Tim Hitchcock, Professor of Digital History, University of Sussex; 
Charles Kriel, Founder of Kriel.Agency and Specialist Advisor to House of Commons Select Committee 
on Disinformation; Gwenda Thomas, Director, Scholarly Services and University Librarian, University of 
Melbourne; and Bethany Nowviskie, Dean of Libraries, James Madison University.

A panel of IARLA representatives brought an international perspective on the transformational challenge 
for libraries. Other panels explored the impact of changes in research practice, innovation in collection 
strategies and services, cultural change for open research, and the future of research data services and 
software. A long table discussion was held, asking the question ‘are libraries neutral spaces?’. Finally, the 
convenors of RLUK’s ADN, SCLN and DSN networks provided an overview of their current work, and the 
future issues and activities on their horizons.

https://www.rluk.ac.uk/event/rluk-members-meeting/
https://rlukconference.com/


DCDC19 CONFERENCE
The 2019 DCDC Conference was held at the Birmingham Events and Exhibition Centre from 12-14 
November, hosted by RLUK, The National Archives, and Jisc. The conference drew together around 400 
colleagues from across the library, archive, museum, and academic communities to hear 39 papers and 
4 keynote presentations, to participate in 6 workshop sessions, and to engage in a series of individual 
funding surgeries organised by RLUK’s Funders’ Network. DCDC19 provided the opportunity for colleagues 
from across the information and heritage sectors to showcase emerging and ongoing work and to reflect 
on the importance of cross-sector collaboration around the central theme of ‘navigating the digital shift’. 
As was acknowledged by the majority of speakers and participants, the digital age opens up opportunities 
that can increase the transformative power of cultural organisations as well as the positive effect they can 
have on communities. However, in order to be successful, it is more important than ever to foster cross-
cultural collaboration and recognise the value of the human element in the way we work. Recordings of 
the keynote addresses and a number of individual papers are available on the conference website.

The DCDC partners agreed that the conference would pause in 2020, to be relaunched in the summer of 
2021.
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CONFERENCES AND EVENTS

http://www.dcdcconference.com/
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       Unrestricted  Total funds Total funds  
       funds 2019 £  2019 £  2018 £

Incoming resources     

Incoming resources from generated funds

Voluntary income     340,400   340,400  340,400  
Investment income     1,690   1,690  673

Incoming resources from charitable activities  148,806   163,056  131,768

Total incoming resources    490,896  505,146 472,841

Resources expended  

Total expenditure (Charitable activities)  499,414  499,414 458,550

Fixed assets

Tangible assets         578  1,151

Current assets        

Debtors         68,633  33,262

Cash at bank         390,331  440,710

Creditors (amounts falling due within one year)     (59,097)  (80,410)

Net current assets        399,867  393,562

Net assets         400,445  394,713

Charity funds         

Restricted funds        12,401  20,000

Unrestricted funds        388,044  374,713

Total funds         400,445 394,713

SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES for the year ended 31 July 2019
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